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No sight lines.
European concealed hardware.
High-pressure laminate, phenolic and solid
surface partitions.
Stainless steel finished aluminum hardware.
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Maximum Privacy and Security

euroline
Euroline compartments offer unsurpassed security and privacy achieved with a 6-inch (150 mm) floor
clearance and door mounting system that eliminates sight lines. Euroline features stainless steel coated
aluminum hardware, tamper resistant fittings and nylon bearings for corrosion resistance. Euroline
compartments are available in Classic or Metro style.
Finished Aluminum Pedestal

Classic

euroline Classic compartment system is an unframed system with a
clean look on the top line and concealed angle bracing mounted to
infill panels of the same material between door openings.
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Inswing Door Latch








METRO

euroline Metro compartment system utilizes satin finished aluminum
tubing anchored to the top of each stile and braced to all walls with
hardware of the same finish. This system would be considered when
applications require increased structure and stability but aesthetic
lines and looks are demanded.
Indicator Door Latch
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materials
euroline is available in four different materials:
HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE

PHENOLIC CORE

EVERGREEN

Ampco euroline High Pressure Laminate Compartment System
The euroline HPL restroom compartment system is designed to
present the specifier with maximum choice and flexibility. High
pressure decorative laminates provide a wide variety of solid
colors, patterns, and finishes. All doors, pilasters and panels have
nominal 7/8” (21mm) thickness.
Ampco euroline Phenolic Compartment System
The Ampco euroline phenolic compartment system is designed
for public restroom areas with exceptionally high impact and high
humidity conditions. Solid phenolic black core material is thermally
fused to a decorative laminate. Polished edges with radius corners
enhance the aesthetic appeal without detracting from the high
strength and durability of this virtually indestructible material. All
Solid Phenolic Core pilasters are 3/4” (19mm) thickness. All doors,
panels and screens are 1/2” (12mm) thickness.
Ampco euroline Evergreen Compartment Systems
The Ampco euroline Evergreen Compartment System is designed
for high traffic buildings with exceptionally high impact. Evergreen
is virtually indestructible with a graffiti resistant finish and very
suitable for wet or highly damp areas. Evergreen compartments
are solid color throughout, chamfered and free of milling marks.
All Evergreen stiles and doors are 3/4” (19mm) and 1/2” (12mm)
panel thickness. Color selection from Evergreen Standard colors.
Ampco euroline Solid Surface Compartment System
The Ampco euroline solid surface compartment system is designed
for applications where practical elegance, rugged durability, and
ease of maintenance are important considerations. Features
a Class “A” fire rating. All system components are 1/2” (12mm)
thickness.
Solid Surface contributes to sustainable building design. It has
exceptional durability and extended life cycles, offering a beautiful
and cost-effective surface with the added value of reduced waste.
Solid Surface material is nonporous and with proper cleaning it
does not support the growth of mold, mildew, and bacteria, these
featues make solid surface an excellent option for hospitals, hotels
and restaurants.
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SOLID SURFACE
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euroline characteristics

Hardware Considerations
All components are constructed of heavy-duty aluminum finished with an attractive and durable powder
coating process. Tamper resistant fittings and nylon bearings provide corrosion resistance. Hardware is
blister packed to provide easy on-site storage, identification and installation.

Color Combination Option
Contrasting stile and door color selections provide the designer with an endless array of design options
to match any decor. The system can allow for use of two or three color patterns, opening the design
process to personal a creative touch.
High Quality
euroline compartments are custom made to exacting standards utilizing the finest hardware to
compliment any environment. Manufactured to rigorously maintained methods and procedures, the
very highest quality standard is assured.
Ease of Installation
All hinge and indicator latch fasteners are pre-drilled at factory minimizing on site installation time. All
euroline systems are shipped with easy to follow installation instructions that will save time and reduce
labor expense.
Simple to Specify
The euroline specification guide allows for correct and simple specification.

hardware
ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

1i

Pedestal Stainless Steel Finished
Aluminum available in 1/2” and 3/4”

2i

Stainless Steel Finished Aluminum L
Bracket available in 1/2” and 3/4”

3i

Stainless Steel Finished Aluminum Hinge
available in 1/2” and 3/4” Three (3) per door

4i

Outswing Keeper Finished Aluminum

5i

Inswing Keeper Finished Aluminum

6i

Inswing Door Hook Finished Aluminum

7i

Outswing Slide Latch with occupancy
indicator Finished Aluminum

8i

Inswing Slide Latch Finished Aluminum

9i

Outswing Door Pull Finished aluminum
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